IBC ORACLE FEDERAL FINANCIALS
Preconfigured version of Oracle Federal Financials that incorporates processes common to federal agencies.

WHAT WE OFFER

- A secure, managed, and robust hosting environment
- Shared costs across multiple agencies, eliminating the burden of costly IT expenditures
- Production of financial statement supporting information leading to unqualified (clean) financial audits
- Standard global interfaces enabled with the Oracle Application Programming Interface to enhance interoperability for the exchange of information
- IBC’s Oracle Federal Financials solution meets all Treasury government-wide accounting and DATA Act reporting requirements
- Shared services provide additional flexibility in meeting agencies’ requirements leveraging the economies of scale in technical infrastructure, configuration baseline, extension, and reporting re-use

KEY FEATURES

- Cost effective model
- Long term cost savings
- Optimal system design
- Federal orientation and compliance

WHY OFF?

Coupled with a comprehensive service delivery strategy, IBC offers reliable systems and services to assist agencies in planning, implementing, and maintaining their financial and acquisition processes and systems.

IBC’s solution integrates each agency’s financial and acquisition management business processes into the IBC Oracle Federal Financials R12 shared environment providing reduced costs, effective process execution, and efficient use of limited agency investment dollars.

The enhanced approach uses the off-the-shelf functionality of Oracle as a baseline, fortified with a framework of IBC’s preconfigured federalized processes.

Monitoring of federal financial management and systems policy ensures IBC’s model remains fully compliant—not only at implementation, but continually throughout the baseline’s life cycle.

IBC is an OMB-designated federal shared services provider offering financial management services, including accounting, eTravel services, financial systems implementation and support, project management, COR services, acquisition audit and indirect cost services.